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A Pastry Chef s
Best Ally

Ingredients

and Ideas for the Bakery

’

1 Gourmet
Churros\
Stand out with a gourmet, yet
simple to prepare, twist on this
traditional dessert. Serve with a
chocolate-hazelnut dip.

3

Fresh
Flans

Offer a traditional flan with
cinnamon notes topped with a
caramel sauce, or innovate with
vanilla and a passion fruit sauce.

5 Chocolate
Cake
Enhance a traditional chocolate
cake with a chocolate cereal filling
and strawberry topping.

A chef’s creation is enhanced by the ingredients at his disposal.. Unique flavors and
textures can transform the most traditional pastries into innovative surprises that
delight customers with every bite. PreGel’s authentic ingredients are a chef’s best ally
– providing solutions, efficiency, innovation and quality.
PreGel’s Pastry & Confections line is a collection of pastry products that offer unique
and efficient solutions for today’s chef and/or dessert professional. From novelty
mousses to shelf-stable and cutting-edge stabilizers and chocolate decor, our products
provide numerous smart ideas for expanding your dessert line and simplifying pastry
preparation. These products are specifically tested in all their applications to ensure
the highest quality ingredients and end products are delivered every time. PreGel’s
Pastry & Confections products are available direct and through distributors. Contact
your local sales representative for more information.
All of the complete recipes in this book are on PreGel’s Recipe Database
www.PreGelRecipes.com.

Peanut
Amarena
11
7Sweet
9 Polvorones Brownies
Empanadas
Fill these treats with easy to
prepare rum raisin or strawberry
flavored pastry cream.

Bake these tasty small
cookies with peanut pieces
inside. Add strawberry notes
to delight customers.

A superior chocolate paste
and a cherry sauce with whole
pieces come together in this
gourmet recipe.

Churros

gourmet

gourmet

Churros

Provide a gourmet twist on churros, delighting your customers with innovative fillings using PreGel 5-Star
Chef Pastry Select™ Pastry Creams, instant powdered pastry cream mixes. Our Pastry Creams can be
easily flavored with PreGel 5-Star Chef Pastry Select™ Pastes and Compounds including Strawberry,
Coffee and Chocolate-Hazelnut. Round out this top-notch culinary experience with PreGel Pino Pinguino®
Original Arabeschi® (Chocolate-Hazelnut) as a dipping sauce.

Key Preparation Steps

Dough for Churros

Pastry Cream Base

Chocolate-Hazelnut, Coffee and
Strawberry Flavored Pastry Creams

Dipping Sauce

Flavor pastry cream by simply adding 90g of
PreGel 5-Star Chef Pastry Select™ Pastes or
Compounds per 1000g of pastry cream base.

PreGel Pino Pinguino® Original Arabeschi®
(Chocolate-Hazelnut) provides the final touch
when served as a dipping sauce for the churros.

Add 70g of PreGel 5-Star Chef Pastry Select™
Cinnamon Compound per 1000g of mix for churros.
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Using either of PreGel 5-Star Chef Pastry Select™
Hot or Cold Process Pastry Creams can provide chefs
and bakers with a simple method of preparation for
pastry cream while maintaining superior quality.

Check out the complete recipe on www.PreGelRecipes.com
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Flans

fresh

fresh

Flans

Add efficiency and quality to the traditional offering of flan with PreGel 5-Star Chef Pastry Select™
Pronto Crème Caramel (Flan), a complete and instant powdered product for the quick preparation of
flan. The mix is easily customizable, creating traditional recipes with cinnamon and caramel notes, and
more innovative recipes with vanilla flavors and a passion fruit sauce.

Key Preparation Steps

Instant Cinnamon Flan

Caramel Sauce

Add 60g of PreGel 5-Star Chef Pastry Select™
Cinnamon Compound per 1000g of PreGel
5-Star Chef Pastry Select™ Crème Caramel
(Flan) mix.

Top each flan with PreGel Caramel Topping to finish
off the delicious traditional offering.

Instant Vanilla Flan

Passion Fruit Sauce

Add 60g of PreGel 5-Star Chef Pastry Select™
Vanilla Compound per 1000g of PreGel 5-Star
Chef Pastry Select™ Crème Caramel (Flan) mix.
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Top each flan with PreGel Passion Fruit Arabeschi®
(Passion Fruit With Seeds) to add an original and
innovative finishing touch.

View and print the complete recipe on www.PreGelRecipes.com
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chocolate

Cake

chocolate

Cake

Bake a timeless chocolate sponge cake with PreGel Cacao Togo (Cocoa Powder) and PreGel Cacaopat
Traditional Paste (Chocolate - Unsweet), which can also be used to flavor the icing and filling between
layers. PreGel Krocco Milk Arabeschi® (Chocolate Cereal Crunch) makes for the perfect filling as it
provides a crunchy texture. Top with PreGel Fragolissima Arabeschi® (Whole Strawberries), a delightful
strawberry sauce with whole strawberries.

Key Preparation Steps

Chocolate Sponge Cake

Chocolate Icing

Crunchy Chocolate Filling

Strawberry Topping

Use 60g of PreGel Cacao Togo (Cocoa Powder)
and 80g of PreGel Cacaopat Traditional Paste
(Chocolate - Unsweet) to bake the perfect
chocolate sponge cake.

Fill each sponge layer with PreGel Krocco Milk
Arabeschi® (Chocolate Cereal Crunch), a delicious
chocolate sauce with cereal pieces.
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Easily mix 255g of PreGel Cacaopat Traditional
Paste (Chocolate - Unsweet) to prepare a delicious
chocolate icing to coat and decorate the cake.

Give the final touch with PreGel Fragolissima
Arabeschi® (Whole Strawberries), a strawberry
sauce with whole strawberries that complements
each slice perfectly.

Find all of the complete recipes on www.PreGelRecipes.com
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Empanadas
sweet

sweet

Empanadas

Go sweet and gourmet with unique fillings using PreGel 5-Star Chef Pastry Select™ Pastry Creams for
empanadas. PreGel’s Pronto Pastry Creams can easily be flavored with Strawberry, Malaga (RumSoaked Raisins) and Chocolate-Hazelnut PreGel 5-Star Chef Pastry Select™ Pastes and Compounds.
Round out this culinary experience with a rich dark chocolate sauce as a dip using PreGel Pino Pinguino®
Nero Arabeschi® (Dark Chocolate).

Key Preparation Steps

Pastry Cream Base

Strawberry Flavored Pastry Cream

Rum Raisin Flavored Pastry Cream

Dark Chocolate Dip

Crafting a superior pastry cream has never
been easier with the PreGel 5-Star Chef Pastry
Select™ Hot Process or Cold Process Pastry
Cream mixes.

Add 90g of PreGel Malaga Traditional Paste
(Rum-Soaked Raisins) per 1000g of pastry
cream base.
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Find the complete recipe on www.PreGelRecipes.com

Add 90g of PreGel 5-Star Chef Pastry Select™
Strawberry Compound per 1000g of pastry
cream base.

Serve the empanadas with PreGel Pino Pinguino®
Nero Arabeschi® (Dark Chocolate), a dark chocolate
sauce that will leave customers coming back for more.
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Polvorones
peanut

peanut

Polvorones

Polvorones, also known as Mexican wedding cookies, take their name from the Spanish word for dust
“polvo” – due to the cookie’s dusty texture. This treat is a classic throughout bakeries in Latin America. The
simple recipe provides a spectacular and original end product due to the flavor and texture of PreGel
Salted Peanut Traditional Paste, which contains crunchy peanut pieces. The rest of the ingredients to
create these traditional delicacies are simply powdered sugar, butter, flour and salt.

Key Preparation Steps

Salted Peanut Paste Addition

Garnish

Crunch

Optional: Add a Strawberry Note

Add 260g of PreGel Salted Peanut Traditional
Paste to the mix.

The end result is a cookie that has delicious crunchy
peanut pieces inside and melts in your mouth.
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For the complete recipe, visit www.PreGelRecipes.com

Sprinkle a little bit of powdered sugar on top of
all polvorones.

Add 10g of PreGel 5-Star Chef Pastry Select™
Strawberry Compound to add a flavor that
complements the peanut, perfectly creating a
PB&J experience.
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Brownies
amarena

amarena

Brownies

Concoct the perfect brownies with an intense chocolate flavor obtained from using PreGel Prontociocc
Traditional Paste (Chocolate) while balancing it with a tart cherry sauce using PreGel Amarena
Arabeschi® (Whole Sour Cherries). Add the cherries at the end before baking as a finishing touch for this
truly artisanal creation.

Key Preparation Steps

Batter Base

Cherry Paste

Sweet Vanilla

Pure Cacao

Melt 342g of PreGel Prontociocc Traditional
Paste (Chocolate) with the butter in a microwave
or double boiler.

Mix 24g of PreGel Vanilla Velvet Traditional Paste
(American Vanilla), sugar and salt.
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Blend 300g of PreGel Amarena Arabeschi® (Whole
Sour Cherries).

Add 45g of PreGel Cacao Togo (Cocoa Powder) to
the mix.

View the complete recipe and method of preparation on www.PreGelRecipes.com
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